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LUCC swears in new class representatives with no seniors
and only two juniors
Lillian Biolo Thompson
Staff Writer

_________________________

The Lawrence University
Community Council (LUCC)
held a class representative
election on Monday, Sept. 26.
The results were announced
on Thursday, Sept. 29. Usually
there are four class representatives per grade level, but after
this election the juniors only
have two representatives, and
the seniors have zero.
Elections for sophomores,
juniors and seniors were set for
spring term but an email from
LUCC on Wednesday, June 1,
2022, stated that they would
be pushed off due to students
being too busy to run or think
about the upcoming school
year.
First-year Jasmine Mcgee, one of the four class representatives for the first-year
class, said she was very excited
about her new position because
she wants to make a change on
campus. She is looking forward to being a part of LUCC
and has an interest in the Committee on Diversity Affairs
(CODA) committee. Mcgee is

hoping to give more recognition to diversity organizations. She said that Lawrence
should not depend on clubs to
celebrate diversity but that we
should be celebrating diversity
as an entire campus. The other
first-year class representatives
are Emma Moya, CJ Gilliam
and Cormac Billick.
The sophomore class is
the only other class to secure
four class representatives: Isabel Dorn, Sherilyn Patterson,
Hayden Young and Mohamed
Khalil Ben Nasr. Dorn said she
hopes LUCC will devote more
attention to the Student Welfare Committee because she believes it does a lot of great work
without enough recognition.
The Student Welfare Committee deals with student concerns
through legislation in LUCC.
Dorn is passionate about improving student life and making campus a more welcoming
environment by giving more
recognition to diversity organizations like the Pan-Asian Organization (PAO).
The junior class has two
class representatives, Rowan
Tipping and Jonathan Dahl.
Last year during spring term,

Tipping took over for another
class representative and he
said it helped spark his interest
to run this year. Dahl had been
interested in student government since high school and was
excited to be a part of LUCC
this year.
“I was looking to do a bit
more on campus and [LUCC]
was really appealing to me,”
Dahl said.
Both Tipping and Dahl
were very vocal about wanting to improve housing for this
year. They said it was one of the
biggest issues facing students,
especially because Lawrence is
a residential campus.
As of now the seniors
have no class representatives.
Dorn said that when deciding
whether or not to run, she was
worried about the time commitment. Tipping said he formatted his schedule to be able
to fit in LUCC but felt that the
time commitment could have
been a barrier to seniors who
wanted to run.
LUCC President Malcolm
Davis commented that many
seniors who might have been
interested in running weren’t
able to due to study abroad and

Class representatives participate in their first general council meeting.
Photo by Katie Võ.

other time commitments that
might clash with their schedules. Davis added that LUCC is
looking to recruit representa-

tives from the senior class and
that if there is enough interest,
they will hold a special election
to fill the seats.

“It’s a rough place to be
but we’ll keep trying,” Davis
said.

Students express concerns over treatment of trans and non-binary
students during move in week this year and last year
Alex Stanger
Staff Writer

_________________________

Several
genderqueer
(transgender and non-binary)
students voiced concerns on
the Lawrence Student Discord
server over their treatment
during Welcome Week. Concerns included being placed
on floors that didn’t align with
their gender identity and being
deadnamed on their door decorations.
Both Sophomore Jorja
Springer and First-year Billy
Greene applied for gender neutral housing as first- years but
were instead placed on gendered floors. When Springer
and Greene reached out to the
Residential Education & Housing Department (ResEd), their
responses were very slow and
left both students wondering
what was going on, according
to Springer and Greene. Greene
and Springer both claimed that
they were promised an update
by a certain date, but the updates were not given then.
“I was told that Lawrence
did a really good job with that
on my tour.” said Greene. “I

was given information that
people with the same pronoun
sets were roomed together by
their tour guide.”
For Greene, it took ResEd
sixteen days to assign them to
an appropriate floor. Greene’s
first email to ResEd went unanswered for over a week, and
they had to reach out to Dean
of Students Dr. Brittany Bell in
order to get any response back.
Two days before move-in day,
Greene was relocated.
After Springer reached
out to ResEd leading up to
move in week their first year,
asking to be moved from a female floor to a gender-neutral
floor, ResEd instead had their
roommate assignment changed
from a female to a male, while
keeping them on the same
female floor. It took about a
month after that for ResEd to
move Springer’s room assignment to a gender-neutral floor
and the slow communication
caused Springer to wonder
if it was being taken care of.
Springer was eventually assigned to an appropriate floor
right before moving in.
During fall term, Springer
had a friend who began tran-

sitioning genders. This individual emailed ResEd who
placed them on a wait list for a
new room, Springer said. They
then reached out to Resident
Hall Directors, now referred
to as Area Coordinators, for
help and was given a list of
people who were alone in a
double room so that they may
email them and ask to move
in with them, Springer said.
This was unsuccessful and
the friend was allowed to stay
with Springer which ended up
lasting into spring term when
someone else let them move
in. Springer said that it was
extremely unprofessional and
could have put transgender
students in danger.
When asked if they think
Lawrence is living up to that
promise, both Greene and
Springer said that the campus
population is generally quite
friendly but that in their opinions, the institution is not.
“We go to Lawrence asking for help and we don’t get
the understanding that we
need.” said Springer. “There’s
been complaints for a long time
that the ResEd office is just understaffed, unorganized, and

Photo of Raymond House, where ResEd is located.
Photo by Lee Hendricks-Richman.

that they are kind of incapable
of helping anyone, most of all
trans students.”

Director of Residential
Life Stephanie Knoppa was
reached out to by The Law-

rentian but has not currently
responded to our interview request.

THIS

WEEK

Correction: In last week’s article, “CAs and Orientation Leaders express concerns over Welcome Week,” the claim was made that CAs are not allowed to speak to The Lawrentian according to their
contract. Interim Vice President for Student Life Chris Clarke confirmed that CAs are, in fact, permitted to speak with The Lawrentian. Clarke clarified that the stipulation exists to protect confidential information about residents being from being shared with media. CAs are allowed to go on the record for matters that don’t involve confidentiality of their residents.
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Lawrence hires full time Director of Academic Advising based on
Academic Advising Committee’s recommendation
Nathan Wall
News Editor

_________________________

Lawrence has taken a
number of steps to address issues that have come up in the
Academic Advising system
based on recommendations
from the Academic Advising
Committee, which was formed
by faculty in 2019 to address
these issues. Most notably,
Jacklyn John Fischer was promoted to Director of Academic
Advising, a new role created
based on the Academic Advising Committee’s recommendations. Fischer has been
at Lawrence since 2021, first
serving in the Career Center as
Assistant Director for Health
Professions.
Assistant Professor of
Chemistry Graham Sazama
and Associate Professor of Ethnomusicology Sonja Downing,
both of whom served on the
Academic Advising Committee,
identified some of the issues
that demanded attention. Sazama and Downing both identified the key issues as communication and a lack of centralized
leadership.
Professor of Spanish, Latin American Studies and Global
Affairs Rosa Tapia added that
she advocated for this position
because she believes academic
advising is a critical part of students being successful and that
faculty advisors need the full
support of the institution to be

able to do what they need to do
to help students.
Sazama and Downing
identified specific problems
that this lack of communication and leadership had led
Downing discussed the history of the position. According
to her, Lawrence didn’t used
to have a Center for Academic
Success (CAS), and was preceded by Student Academic
Services, and the head of that
oversaw advising. When that
was restructured and the CAS
was formed, academic advising
was taken out of that.
Downing also mentioned
the Title III grant Lawrence
got to address retention issues.
Academic advising was part of
the effort to look at retention
issues, and Tapia was hired
as the Advising Director, her
position being funded by that
grant. She developed an advising curriculum with the goal
of making it more consistent,
according to Downing, which
Downing feels started to improve the quality of Lawrence’s
academic advising.
When the grant ended,
the position wasn’t renewed,
and the administration thought
it would be more efficient to
divide up tasks among a faculty committee. The committee
discovered quickly that having
multiple heads of academic
advising was confusing, and
that it also wasn’t clear how to
consistently match up advisors

with students.
Downing claimed that
from the beginning, she and
her colleagues were consistently advocating for a centralized director. Downing added
that they had to put a lot of
pressure on the administration to get this to happen, but
that after having a lot of difficult conversations, it finally
happened. Although she didn’t
agree with the way the previous
administration handled things,
she stressed that the current
administration has been very
supportive of these changes
and credited administrators
such as Associate Vice President for Enrollment Ashley
Lewis for advocating for this
position.
Sazama mentioned that
faculty members who wanted
additional help or training with
advising were largely on their
own as there were no dedicated
personnel to helping provide
training. According to Sazama,
faculty members were appointed who did the best job possible, but it was too much work
for someone who also needed
to teach and do research.
“Rather than having a
one stop shop for questions or
needs for advising, we kind of
just had to make it up as we go
along.” Sazama said.
Sazama and Downing expressed confidence in Fischer
and her ability to address the
issues they laid out. Sazama

Headshot of Jacklyn John Fischer.
Photo provided by Jacklyn John Fischer.

feels that having a centralized
leader has already been valuable. Downing referred to her
as “phenomenal.”
According to Fischer, her
passion in higher education is
access and equity and combat-

ing the ways in which institutions are not accessible for students. She identified Academic
Advising as one of the ways in
which those barriers in higher
education are broken down,
especially students from disad-

vantaged backgrounds.
Students can go to advising.lawrence.edu to ask questions or give comments about
advising.
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Women’s soccer back to winning ways

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

Lawrence’s women’s soccer
team got back into their groove as
they beat Illinois College 3-2 in conference play on Saturday, October 1.
The Vikings were coming off of backto-back losses against the likes of
nationally-ranked Loras College and
top Midwest Conference side Lake
Forest, so naturally there were questions about the team’s confidence going into what seemed to be an early
must-win conference match against
the Lady Blues of Illinois College
(also referred to as IC). But all fears

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

Saturday, October 1 saw the
Lawrence women’s volleyball squad
travel to southern Illinois to match
up against conference foes Knox College. In what is always a tough match
for the Vikings, they came up short
in three sets. Knox won 25-12, 2512 and 25-21 as the Vikings made a
strong surge in the third set, but were
unable to pull a set back before succumbing to an early defeat.
The match came at arguably the

were put to bed at the Banta Bowl as
the Vikings came out on top.
Still, Lawrence got off to the
worst possible start as IC’s Kristin
Ray scored in the 12th minute to take
an early 1-0 lead. But in what would
become a recurring trend, Cambrie Rickard equalized soon after in
the 19th minute. She then doubled
her tally on the day to complete the
turnaround soon after, putting away
a beautiful ball from Natalie Linebarger in the 32nd minute to put the
Vikings ahead.
The second half was mostly a
very stale affair as Illinois College

struggled to create anything in the attack and Lawrence sought to preserve
the win. There were a few chances
here and there, as Cambrie Rickard
went close again several times. Lawrence pinned Illinois College in their
own box with a series of corners at
around the 65-minute mark butt
struggled to find the goal despite a
series of great crosses from dead ball
specialist Emma Vasconez. IC tried to
play on the counterattack, mostly to
no avail. Cait Rodko was once again
the team’s rock at the back as she
was not beaten one-on-one throughout the entire match. Paige Ferrence

was back to her energetic self following a bout with illness and was
up and down the left flank all game,
complemented brilliantly by the skill
of Natalie Linebarger as the pair of
them had the IC right back on skates
all night.
The tide of the game changed
in the 80th minute, however, when
a defensive lapse cost the Vikings
dearly. Haley Sommer nipped in on
the counterattack and equalized for
the opponents, leaving the score at 2
apiece with only 10 minutes to play.
But all was not lost as Rickard repeated her first half heroics, securing her

hat trick with a brilliant goal from fully 25 yards out within a minute of IC’s
equalizer. She picked the ball up 40
yards out on a pass from Emma Vasconez, nutmegged the defender with
a Cruyff turn, and smashed the ball
into the top corner, leaving the goalkeeper with no chance. Lawrence was
able to see off any late attacks from
the Illinois College attackers, and the
Vikings got the victory. They now sit
at 1-1 in the conference.
The Vikings play again this coming Saturday, October 8 away at Knox
College in another Midwest Conference match.

worst possible time for the team, who
were coming off one of the most challenging portions of their 2022 schedule to date. The previous weekend,
Lawrence traveled to Luther College
in Iowa and played four matches in
two days against very tough opponents including Hamline University,
Carroll University, hosts Luther College and nationally ranked Augsburg
University. First-year Mikala Seymour made the team of the tournament, but these four games meant
the team had played 17 matches in
the month of September alone. With

a very small roster consisting of only
12 players, that kind of wear and tear
takes a toll on the body and injuries
are imminent. Anyone who has been
to a Lawrence volleyball game this
season will be able to attest to the
number of players who play with
some form of wrap, brace or tape job.
For those who haven’t, I’ll spoil the
quiz: it’s nearly all of them. Starting
setter Dana Mestey didn’t even feature in the tournament on account of
a concussion she had picked up the
previous week, as was the case for defender Kali Pfannerstil while sopho-

more Taylor Hughes is also out of action due to a recently developed knee
injury, leaving even less cover for the
worn-down Vikings.
This tournament was then followed by two more matches in the
week leading up to Knox. The worrying trend that has emerged in recent
weeks is that the Vikes have seemed
to stop winning sets, even in their
losses. The weekend of September
17, Lawrence hosted its own tournament. They lost all four matches, but
still showed signs of improvement as
they won at least one set in three of

their four games. But the following
two matches were 3-0 losses, as was
this one against Knox. What this tells
me is that fatigue and mounting injuries are really beginning to take a toll.
I just hope for their sake they are able
to get healthy soon, as they have four
matches to play in an eight-day span
coming up.
The Vikes are back in action at
home on Saturday, October 8 against
Beloit in Midwest Conference play.

with a goal in the eighth minute, before Erling Haaland grabbed a quickfire brace, scoring in the 34th and
37th minutes to set the score at 3-0.
The home side then went up 4-0 just
before half time, with Foden snagging his second goal of the match on
an assist from Haaland, and even that
scoreline didn’t do their performance
in the first 45 minutes justice. This
match looked like a preseason game
between professionals and a youth
team, but where the professional
team were in peak midseason form.
Manchester United did manage
to get off to the best possible start
of the second half as new summer
signing Antony smashed in a longrange effort just 10 minutes into the

second period. There was an aura
of tension around the game as a result, with memories of United clawing back a 3-3 draw from 3-0 down
in 2018 to prevent City from winning
the title against their most hated rivals still all too fresh in Manchester
City’s minds. But in keeping with the
trend the Sky Blues have set in recent years, they simply kept on scoring, with Haaland bagging his third
goal of the match just eight minutes
after United had grabbed some semblance of hope. United’s misery was
compounded even further less than
another 10 minutes later as Haaland
set up Foden once again, sealing his
teammate’s hat trick with a second
assist of his own.

To give United credit, they did
their best to save some face at the
tail end of the game. Anthony Martial came off the bench on his return
to the field from injury to grab a goal
in the 84th minute after Fred saw
his shot from a tight angle saved. He
then followed this up with a penalty
kick goal in injury time, putting some
slight gloss on an abysmal evening for
United.
This result was fairly surprising
given the form of United entering this
game. Since losing their opening two
matches to Brighton and Brentford,
United had won their previous four
league games, including wins against
Liverpool and league leaders Arsenal.
But all of that good form fell apart as

the defense looked as leaky as ever.
That is bound to happen to some degree when playing the likes of Jack
Grealish and Kevin de Bruyne, but to
fall apart as United did is something
else entirely.
City on the other hand nailed
on to win every competition they are
playing in this season. Haaland is
a monster up top, averaging an astounding 1.6 goals per game in the
league, while de Bruyne once again
looks to be the best player in the
league. Ruben Dias is still as imperious as ever, and Bernardo Silva is
once again consistently among the
best players on the pitch. Anything
short of the quadruple will be a disappointment.

size and definition which allowed his
lower body sweep to be far more competitive than it had been in previous
years.
That being said, Hector came
in very washed out. His shoulder-towaist ratio may have been by far and
away the most impressive on stage,
but he lacked any definition throughout the abdomen as well as any chest
striations. His back also suffered
from a definition point of view as he
seemed to be holding too much water.
As a result, Marc ended up a distant
fifth as the final callout had only the
eventual top four placers in it. I was
impressed with the improvements he
made, but I must say I agree with this
placing; he was head and shoulders
above Jamie Christian-Johal in 6th,
but also a mile off of the next man
on this list. That being said, if he can
come in dry and shredded, look for
Marc Hector to do some real damage
the next time he’s on stage.
After his third place finish at
the Texas Pro, Martin Fitzwater will
be disappointed to have dropped off
a further placing in England with his
finish in 4th. The physique Fitzwater brought was just slightly below

par as compared to his previous performance, as he just seemed to be a
little flat. He is known for his insane
training intensity, having learned
from and worked with the legendary
Branch Warren. But he still has some
way to go to start winning top tier
shows, as he came up well short here.
The closest battle of the day, at
least according to the scorecards, was
between Fitzwater and James Hollingshead for third place. The difference in the end I think was based on
diet. Something in Fitzwater’s diet,
perhaps a relative lack of carbohydrates, led to his physique softening
more and more as he posed, especially at prejudging. To his credit, Fitzwater did manage an equal score to
Hollingshead at finals, meaning that
he did manage to learn from his mistakes and harden up his physique to
some extent. But even then, he could
have no complaints about being outside of the top two.
Fitzwater’s biggest issue is size.
He always looks massive in the offseason, but loses significant weight
when he diets down. His arms end
up disproportionally small compared
to his legs, which admittedly are a

strong point for him. The same complaint could be leveled against his
chest in comparison to his back. This
leads me to think that he needs to
stop training so heavy and focus more
on activating minor muscle groups if
he wants to compete at the top level.
Again, this one is fair.
As I alluded to, James Hollingshead came in third in his first competition since last year’s disappointing 12th place result at the Olympia
and again he did at the Classic. He
even did this prep without a coach,
which is unheard of at the top level
in a sport reliant upon discipline and
a strong support system. And yet,
somehow, he came in improved.
Hollingshead is known for crazy
conditioning, and he brought it once
again here, coming in with a Dorianesque grainy complexion. He also
came in bigger and fuller as well,
which was great to see given that the
biggest complaint with his Olympia
physique was how flat he seemed.
However Hollingshead’s biggest
struggle has always been his structure. He has comparatively narrow
shoulders when placed alongside
elite competitors, and it shows as his

V-taper and aesthetic qualities suffer.
He is unable to hit certain poses like
the front lat spread as effectively as
more aesthetic guys like Marc Hector, and so relies on pure muscularity
and conditioning to place highly. The
problems arise when guys with better
structure come in close to as peeled,
or even as peeled, as he does. In the
end this placing was about right, but
as I’ll elaborate on momentarily, I
believe he should have had a shout at
second.
Patrick Johnson was rather unknown to me entering this show, but
I will surely know who he is now with
his finish in 2nd. He is a very complete bodybuilder, and was rightly in
and among the top placers at the Arnold UK. Johnson doesn’t excel much
in any one area, but is a very well balanced professional. He is a heavily
muscled guy while also maintaining
a solid flow to his physique and has
a solid V-taper. This allows him to,
in the judges’ eyes at least, beat out
guys like Johnson who have worse
genetic structures than him, as well
as guys like Marc Hector who have
better structure but less muscle than

Women’s volleyball falls away at Knox

City dominates United in crazy Manchester derby

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

The 188th Manchester Derby
took place on Sunday, October 2.
Manchester United have historically
dominated the matchup, winning 77
as compared to Manchester City’s 52
going into Sunday’s clash at the Etihad Stadium. The Cityzens, as Manchester City are known, may still be
a long way away from matching United’s 77 derby victories, but the way in
which they demolished United this
weekend will go a long way to curbing
any disappointment at that statistic.
Put simply, City ran riot at their
home ground as Erling Haaland and
Phil Foden notched a hat trick apiece.
Phil Foden set the tone for the day

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

September 23-25 saw the return
of the annual Arnold Classic UK fitness expo, including a Mr. Olympia
qualifying bodybuilding show. All
eyes were on the Men’s Open category, as a number of top-class competitors took the stage together in hopes
of winning their qualification for the
Mr. O show in December. In what developed into the defining narrative of
the weekend, seasoned professionals
like James Hollingshead and Martin
Fitzwater were pitted against young
stars Chineda Andrew Obiekea (AKA
Andrew Jacked), Patrick Johnson
and Marc Hector. What would win
out, experience or the young guns’
swagger? This week I’ll run down
the top placers, and whether or not I
agree with their placings.
Marc Hector pulled out the best
package we’ve seen from him in quite
some time at the Arnold UK with a
5th place finish, making sure to emphasize his crazily small waist and
insane V-taper during his posing routines. He also managed to fix his legs,
which had historically been a weak
point, as he added considerable quad

Arnold Classic UK review

See page 12
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Pen and Ink

By Mikayla Henry
In my old poetry class, we once had to write a self-portrait as an
object in our room, and I chose the object I love most dearly – a novel. If
it’s not obvious from the fact that I’m an English major who works at a
bookstore and writes a book recommendation column, I’ve always had an
intense love for literature and writing. Lately, I’ve been missing my passion for reading, as I’ve been limited to only having time to read books for
class rather than my books from home, so I decided to bring this poem
out from the depths of my Word files.
The Siren’s Call
You used to embrace me as a
lover,
and run your fingers along the
scar on my broken spine, feeling its indentation and wondering
who left it as an ugly reminder of how
loved I once was.
My organs still bear the marks you left yourself;
the carefully ink-circled expressions remind me of your favorite parts of
me,
and the bent pages act as a roadmap for the places you lingered in me.
You used to embrace me as a
companion,
but now I see you hold the others the same way.
They, too, will grow to love the hints of the sharp citrus within your soap,
as your hands caress their body like you did
mine.
Others have read the words that call my body Home,
but never in the way you did because
they could never speak my story as though it were a gospel,
filled with a message that could shatter
the world.
You used to embrace me as a
muse,
telling your friends how I intrigued and
inspired you,
but now I will remain on the shelf,
tasting the dust as it settles on
my face.

Keeping Time to Life
By Jamie Haak

The extremes are where I live
Holed up in the cavity
of a grandfather clock
Confused by the word normal
a word with an unachievable unknown meaning
Wanting to know what the soft touch of carpeted walls feel like
The idea of stability sets my mind on fire

Carmilla
By Isabel Dorn
Carmilla
Divine empress of my heart
You reign over the kingdom in my
mind
and bless this land with your lips of
wine
I take a knee at your holy throne
and swear fealty to your name,
for I am shackled in your power
and I can never run away
Carmilla
My goddess of love and war
You invade my body with foreign life
and cut my soul with your perfect
knife
No strength have I to resist your
might
For one glance, I’d surrender my sentry post
Your enemies fall upon your mercy
but it is I who must beg most
Carmilla
Great lover of gods and men
You were born in virtue from Zeus’s
head
but you take a swine to your bridal

bed
I am doomed to watch in vain
for I had not the slightest chance
but I weep as though I lost you
as you stumble in your trance
Carmilla
Black temptress of demons
How I curse your grace and artless
charms
that lead you into a monster’s arms
Are you his master or his slave?
Who is the darkness and who is the
light?
Will your fiery heart explode with
rage
when he leaves you in the night?
Carmilla
Beauty bound to thy beast
Shrouded in white, like a ghost of
yourself,
forsaking my heart for his towers of
wealth
I shall never know your ardent kiss,
for my pleas are but in vain
My queen, the choice is yours alone –
but eternally shall my love remain

Tick
.
.
Tock
.
.
Swinging back and forth in an unknown rhythm
A ringing very fond to my ears
Comforting in its eccentricities
In its need to be irregular

Snake Creature
By Mara Logan
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Zephyr

By Quinn Vincent

It's Not Fair

By Meridian Ondrejka
It's not fair
how you set me on edge.
How the sound of piano
puts my head on a swivel.
It's not fair
to the others,
the friends who
feel the same.
It's not fair
to the people
I think are you
and I glare at.

It's not fair
because to most,
you've done nothing.
It's hard to quantify
microaggressions.
It's hard to quantify
ignorance.
And so there you are,
and it's all I can do
to stand tall,
and keep moving.

Mimi's Comic
By Mimi Condon

Lazy Eyes

By Renee Iris Bernal
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Nathan Wall

Local Government Feature: Katie Van Zeeland

News Co-Editor
________________________________

Katie Van Zeeland has offices in two
halls: City Hall and Lawrence’s Briggs
Hall. At Lawrence, Van Zeeland serves
as the Administrative Assistant for the
Education Department and does federal
reporting for the department and helps
student teachers obtain licenses. At City
Hall, she serves as Council President and
alderperson from District 5, where she
works to establish and maintain a good
relationship between the council and
Mayor Jake Woodford.
As someone who often works with
students, Van Zeeland is passionate about
students getting involved. She pointed out
that an individual can make a much bigger
difference by volunteering in a local election than in a statewide or federal election.
Van Zeeland stated that one of the biggest
ways students can make a difference is
by finding candidates we agree with and
knocking on doors for them. She added
that there are organizations that can pay
for armies of canvassers and lots of literature to defeat incumbents who work
hard for their constituents but lack those
resources, and that community involvement can make a huge difference in these
elections. She fears that we may start losing our rights in relatively liberal areas if
we don’t take action.
“I don’t fault anyone who doesn’t care
[...] but what’s happened [elsewhere] is
going to happen here if people don’t get
involved,” Van Zeeland predicted.
Van Zeeland added that everything
done in municipal politics has a big effect
on peoples’ everyday lives, referencing
issues such as garbage pickup and being
able to cross the street safely. She stated
that by getting involved, you can help
choose the people who make those decisions. She feels this process of people getting involved has already begun to happen
and is reflected by the fact that the council
has begun to transform and elect new
people from a variety of backgrounds.

Isabel Dorn

The issues Van Zeeland is passionate
about -- including sustainability, pedestrian safety and equality for all-- are inspired
by her becoming the parent of a child on
the autism spectrum. Because she cannot
always be there for him, she wants to start
working on creating a better world for him
now.
One of the
ways in which
she hopes to create that better
world for her son
is by making the
city more walkable and accessible, and thus
more friendly
for pedestrians,
bicyclists and
public transit. She
mentioned times
in which she and
her son couldn’t
go to Lions Park
because crossing
Calumet Avenue
was too dangerous. She said that
pedestrian safety
is a problem
everywhere and
that in the last
legislative year
she was able to
devote money
towards a pedestrian safety study.
She added that reckless driving got worse
during the pandemic and that it’s even
worse in big cities.
“We didn’t build an infrastructure
that’s conducive to being a safe bicyclist
or pedestrian,” Van Zeeland said. “I don’t
want that to become the norm here, that
we’re just okay with kids getting hit by
cars.”
She added that alderperson Denise
Fenton sometimes calls her the “crosswalk
queen.”

Van Zeeland discussed climate change
and sustainability, mentioning quiet
yet important efforts to combat climate
change at the local level. She referenced
the fact that the Parks Department is no
longer spraying pesticides at the public parks and that the city’s Task Force
on Resiliency, Climate Mitigation and
Adaptation
has put out
recommendations that
are already
starting to go
into effect.
She said that
people can
be initially
resistant to
sustainability
efforts, but
when they
see that putting solar
panels on the
Municipal
Services
Building
saves thousands of dollars, peoples’
minds start
to open and
those barriers
start to get
broken
down.
Headshot of Katie Van Zeeland.
Van
Photo provided by Van Zeeland.
Zeeland is
also concerned about equality for and
treatment of queer and neurodiverse people. Although she cares about the dignity
of all people, she is particularly passionate
about disability rights. In her first year in
office, Van Zeeland sponsored legislation
to ban conversion therapy, a cruel form
of “counseling” that promotes the false
idea that queer youth can be converted to
heterosexuality, in the city of Appleton,
characterizing conversion therapy as child
abuse. She wants people to get involved

and stand up for the rights of everyone, even in relatively liberal places like
Appleton.
Van Zeeland feels that all of these
issues tie together, especially when she
thinks about her son, and the future she
wants to create for younger generations.
“A sense of community is a goal of mine,
and in that goal, everyone is accepted,”
she stated.
Some of Van Zeeland’s biggest influences in life have been her economically
disadvantaged upbringing, late grandmother, and knowledge of Catholicism’s
social teachings. She was the “poor” kid in
Catholic school and wasn’t able to finish
her college degree for financial reasons,
which, she feels, has given her a unique
point of view on political issues.
In 2017, she ran a one-month-long
write-in campaign against a 14-year
incumbent and got 13% of the vote. She
ran against him because she thought it
was important to have a choice in the
election after she saw that he was running unopposed. When the next election
cycle came around, the incumbent stepped
aside, and she ran unopposed in 2019. “I
think it’s good to have to ask people to
vote for you every once in a while,” said
Van Zeeland.
In 2020, the second year of her first
term, she became Vice President of the
Common Council, and was elected Council
President in 2021. She works closely with
Council Vice President Vered Meltzer and
has enjoyed helping him expand the role
beyond merely being ceremonial.
Van Zeeland said that her disadvantaged background drove her to run for this
position. “I know what it’s like to be disappointed in life, but I [also] know what
it’s like to have received the kindness of
others,” Van Zeeland said. “That’s what I
bring as an elected official -- that spirit of
really wanting to serve and not serving my
own interest, my interest is in serving this
community.”

was established in 980 C.E., when Prince
Volodymyr united several warring citystates in present-day Ukraine and western Russia into a homogenous Orthodox
Christian empire known as Kyivan Rus,
with its capital in Kyiv. After Volodymyr’s
death, the empire was fragmented, and
frequent wars between ethnic groups hindered Kyivan Rus’s economy, culture, and
political system.
In 1169, Prince Andrey Bogolyubski
conquered Kyiv and moved the capital of
Kyivan Rus east to Vladimir, a city near
Moscow. While the modern ethnic terms
“Ukrainians” and “Russians” had not yet
been coined, this marked the first major
shift of power from Ukraine to Russia.
However, ethnic Russians were unable to
establish strong influence over Ukrainian
peoples because both Ukraine and Russia
soon fell under control of the Mongol
Golden Horde.
In the 14th century, Lithuania and
Poland partitioned Ukrainian lands, while
Tatars from the Golden Horde dominated
the southern steppes and the Crimean
Peninsula. The Catholic Poles suppressed
Ukrainian culture, forced peasants in
serfdom, and barred Orthodox Christians
from holding government positions.
Meanwhile, the principality of Moscow
had cast off Mongol rule and was steadily
gaining power in the east under Tsar Ivan
the Great. The Russian Empire emerged,
and in 1480, Moscow annexed several
principalities in eastern Ukraine.

For the next 400 years, Ukraine
became a battleground between Poland
in the west and Russia in the east. Both
sides imposed their cultures upon Ukraine
to prevent nationalist rebellion. However,
many Ukrainians moved south into
Tatar territory, where they developed a
cultural stronghold and became known
as Cossacks. They resisted colonization
through Orthodox Bible printing presses,
schools, and brotherhoods. In the 1590s,
they ran a military campaign to reclaim
eastern Ukraine, but the Polish army violently quelled the uprising.
In the first half of the 17th century,
the Cossacks attempted to gain favor
from the Poles by joining the Polish military in their wars against Russia and the
Ottoman Empire. However, Poland continued persecuting Orthodox Christians
and forced many Ukrainians to convert to
Catholicism.
In 1648, the Cossacks nearly drove
out Polish forces with help from the
Tatars, but Poland convinced the Tatars
to switch sides and ally with the Poles.
Desperate for support, the Cossacks
appealed to Russia. Ukraine wanted to
form an equal partnership with Russia,
but Russia intended to absorb Ukraine
into the growing Russian Empire. The
Cossacks refused Russia’s offer and surrendered to Poland.
Disputes between Russia and Poland
over Ukraine continued until 1667, when
the two empires agreed to partition

Ukraine along the Dnipro River. Under
the treaty, Poland would maintain full
control over western Ukraine, while the
eastern side would become a Russian protectorate.
The Russian Tsars treated Cossacks
as little more than expendable soldiers
and manual laborers. They were frequently drafted to fight Russia’s wars, and
approximately 20,000 Cossacks died from
hunger, exhaustion and sickness when
Tsar Peter I forced them to dig canals in
St. Petersburg. Ukrainian military leader
Ivan Mazepa hatched a clever plan to gain
Ukrainian independence by allying with
Sweden, but Peter I discovered the plot
before Mazepa could succeed, and Russia
tightened its control over Ukraine.
The Polish empire collapsed in
the latter half of the 18th century, and
Western Ukraine fell under the rule of
the Habsburg monarchs of Austria. Faced
with a rising Ukrainian nationalist movement, the Austrians eased restrictions
on Ukrainian language and culture to
avoid violent rebellion. Although the cultural revival in Russian-occupied eastern
Ukraine was still limited to clandestine
societies, western Ukraine openly developed its own newspapers, literature, and
educational systems. However, the nationalist movement ultimately failed to gain
ground because it split into progressive
and conservative factions.
World War I plunged both Russia and

Ukraine and Russia: a complex cultural history

Staff Writer
________________________________

Since the Russian military invaded
Ukraine in February, political analysts
around the world have been struggling to
understand a war that has killed at least
14,000 people in less than eight months.
Economic sanctions, gas prices, Soviet
politics, NATO involvement, and the possibility of nuclear war have dominated
headlines for months, but many experts
cannot explain the war’s motives because
they do not understand the deep political
and ethnic history of Russia-Ukraine relations over the past several centuries.
While policy experts are well-versed
in current international affairs, most
of them do not have advanced degrees
in Slavic studies. The modern field of
international relations often views events
through broad definitions of nationality,
race, and ethnicity, and this approach
neglects the history of ethnic conflicts
between Ukraine and Russia. Both states
are Eastern European countries with predominantly white Slavic populations, but
they have distinctly different cultures and
histories. Western scholars typically trace
Ukrainian-Russian animosity back to the
Soviet Union, but the current war is merely the latest clash in a complex thousandyear relationship.
Although a variety of tribes settled
in Ukraine as early as the 7th century
B.C.E., the first modern East Slavic state

See page 7
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Paris c’est juste un autre ville (Paris is just another city)
Alana Melvin
Photo Co-Editor

Paris is the one of the most visited cities in the world, and with that comes many different kinds of people in one place. I have found it interesting to people watch here and to
see how different groups (locals, students, tourists, etc.) interact within the urban environment.

Allée Georges Besse, two people meet up at a metro stop and converse for several minutes.

Avenue de Main, a person runs past me as I take the photo, presumably on a daily run.

Boulevard Edgar Quinet, person reaches for water fountain to wet their hands.

Quai de Louvre, people shop at the market along the Seine.

Ukraine and Russia...
continued from page 6

Austria into chaos. When Bolshevik revolutionaries overthrew Russia’s Romanov
dynasty, Ukraine took advantage of the
instability to declare independence.
However, the Bolsheviks soon occupied
Ukraine and absorbed it into the Soviet
Union.
At first, Ukrainian culture and language was tolerated – even supported –
under the Soviet regime. However, Joseph
Stalin instituted a brutal crackdown
throughout the 1930s. His repressive laws
and failed collectivization reforms plunged
the Soviet Union into the Holodomor, a
mass famine that killed 8 million people
– most of whom were Ukrainians. Most
historians agree that the famine was actually a carefully planned genocide targeted
at Ukraine to suppress nationalist movements.
During World War II, Ukraine was
trapped once again between two warring powers – Hitler’s Germany to the
west and Stalin’s Soviet Union to the
east. Some Ukrainian nationalists tried
to fight both German and Soviet troops.
A few Ukrainian groups joined the Nazis
in hopes of overthrowing Soviet rule; others fought alongside the Soviets against
the German invasion. About 7 million
Ukrainians died in the war, including 1.5
million Jewish and Roma people. The

Allied victory brought an end to the Nazi
regime, but the peace treaties placed
Ukraine back under Soviet control.
Following World War II, the United
States established the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO), and the
Soviet Union responded by creating an
alliance in Eastern Europe known as the
Warsaw Pact. The latter placed a buffer
zone between Ukraine and the borders
where two superpower states collided, but
it also trapped Ukraine within the bloc of
Soviet influence. The Soviet government
kept Ukraine economically dependent on
Moscow by limiting its infrastructure.
Ukraine finally gained independence
in 1991 when the Soviet Union collapsed.
However, the transition from a former
colony to an independent market economy
was turbulent, and many post-Soviet
states suffered recessions throughout the
1990s. As both the Ukrainian and Russian
economies continued floundering, citizens
turned towards strong, stable leadership
to get the country back on track. Ukraine
elected Leonid Kuchma, and Russia
elected Vladimir Putin. Kuchma and
Putin’s presidencies brought much-needed
economic growth that put their respective countries back on the international
stage, but also widespread corruption and
oppression.
In the 2004 Ukrainian presidential
election, Russian-backed candidate Viktor
Yanukovych narrowly defeated pro-West-

ern Viktor Yushchenko for the presidency.
Yushchenko’s supporters suspected corruption and held mass protests until a
runoff election declared Yushchenko the
rightful winner. Tensions between Russia
and Ukraine grew as Yushchenko pursued closer relations with the West, and
Yushchenko’s feud with his former ally
Yulia Tymoshenko split his voter base.
In 2010, Yanukovych defeated both
Yushchenko and Tymoshenko for the
presidency. Seeking closer relations with
Russia, he refused to sign a trade agreement with the European Union in 2013.
Once again, protests swept through major
Ukrainian cities, and in February 2014,
the Ukrainian parliament unanimously
voted to remove Yanukovych from power.
Yanukovych’s supporters – most of whom
lived in eastern Ukraine – considered the
parliament’s decision an illegal coup, and
violence broke out between pro-Western
and pro-Russian groups.
At the same time, Putin sent Russian
military units to occupy eastern Ukraine
and the Crimean Peninsula. Russian forces
held a referendum to place Crimea under
Russian jurisdiction, but most countries
deemed the results illegitimate because
they were conducted under Russian military occupation. In the Donbass region,
bloody clashes between the Ukrainian
army and pro-Russian separatists left over
10,000 people dead and over half a million displaced. Although Western media

coverage of the conflict quickly sputtered
out as the forces reached a stalemate, the
War in Donbass has dragged on for the
past eight years.
The presence of Russian forces
accelerated Ukraine’s plan to ally with
the West. In 2019, Volodymyr Zelensky
became president of Ukraine and started
building closer connections with Western
Europe. He joined the Lublin Triangle initiative alongside Lithuania and Poland to
further Ukraine’s integration into the EU
and NATO, followed by the Association
Trio with Georgia and Moldova for similar purposes. As Ukraine grew closer to
achieving EU and NATO membership,
tensions between Russia and Ukraine continued mounting until Feb. 2022, when
Russian forces entered Ukraine.
To Western audiences, the Russian
occupation of Ukraine is shocking and
unimaginable – the story of a newborn
underdog country facing down a global
superpower. But for Ukraine, this war is
merely the latest episode in a centuriesold struggle for self-determination.
Russian imperialism in Ukraine did not
just start with the annexation of Crimea in
2014 or the Soviet Union in the 20th century; it dates back to Ukraine’s formation.
The nation of Ukraine has withstood a
thousand years of invasions -- will it withstand one more?
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Guest-faculty recital: Professors Gu and Kautsky with Gregory Lee

Guest
performer
Gregory
Lee joined Lawrence’s George and
Marjorie Olsen Chandler Professor of
Music Catherine Kautsky, pianist, and
Associate Professor of Music WenLei Gu, violinist, for a well-attended
recital in Harper Hall on Monday,
Oct. 3. Lee is a professor of violin
at the University of Oklahoma and
concertmaster of the Oklahoma City
Philharmonic.
The program began with Brahms’
Sonata No. 1 for Violin and Piano in G
major, op.78, performed by Kautsky
and Lee. The first movement of this
sonata, vivace ma non troppo, displayed within it a great variety of
characters.
It started with a simple, easily flowing melody, as though depicting an idyllic landscape. This melody
recurred throughout the movement,
interspersed with moments of structured firmness, dejection, passion and
even some dance-like passages.
Lee characterized this sonata as
“introspective,” and from just the first
movement, its range of moods as well
as an overarching spirit of intimacy
did seem to convey inner struggle. The
audience eagerly applauded after this
first movement, setting a pattern for
enthusiastic acknowledgement of the
performers that continued throughout
the recital.
The second movement, adagio,
began slowly and with sincere sadness
but soon became more forceful, with
ascending and descending lines in the
violin punctuated by chords in the

piano. As the earlier feeling of melancholy returned in the violin, figures
in the piano maintained a sense of
motion before transitioning to somber chords, reminiscent of a funeral
march. The movement ultimately took
an unexpected final turn, ending on a
lighter, more hopeful note.
In the third and final movement,
allegro molto moderato, the violin
took charge from the beginning, with
a confident assertiveness matched by
energetic arpeggios in the piano. In
some sections the intensity subsided,
and the music became more playful.
Towards the end of the movement,
the music became settled, ending in a
resolved and pensive state.
After a short break, Gu and Lee
took the stage for the second piece of
the program, Leclair’s Sonata No. 5 for
Two Violins in E minor, op. 3. Leclair
lived in a different country (France
instead of Germany) and a different time period (Baroque instead of
Romantic) from Brahms, and the style
of this sonata was accordingly in contrast to the previous.
The first movement, allegro ma
poco, started and ended with energetic canon-like sections in which
a melody begun by one violin was
promptly imitated by the other so that
the beginning of one line intertwined
with the ending of another. The music
was agile and ornamented with sparkling trills.
The second movement, Gavotte:
andante grazioso, was in the character
of a graceful, moderately paced dance,
as its title would suggest. It served as a
nice break after the emotional turmoil
of Brahms and the ceaseless energy of
Leclair’s first movement.

The final movement of this sonata was similar to the first movement in
its character and canon-like structure.
Through rapid passages, the two violins remained in satisfying harmony
and synchronization, like one entity,
before reaching a triumphant end.
Next, all three performers finally shared the stage together, jumping into 20th-century Russia for
Shostakovich’s Five Pieces for Two
Violins and Piano, arranged by Levon
Atovmyan. Lee prepared us for what
we were about to hear by explaining
that “unlike typical Shostakovich […]
there’s no biting grotesqueness [or]
dissonance,” and instead characterizing the set as “charming.”
The first of the pieces, Prelude,
began with only piano. The violins
came in simultaneously, in harmony,
shortly thereafter, as if the curtain had
been drawn back on a scene of two
lovers tenderly expressing their dedication to each other. The undulating
piano continued to serve as a backdrop for the two lovers as they picked
up the pace for a section in which I
pictured them galivanting through a
meadow together, before resuming
their original character.
The next piece, Gavotte, was a
bouncy, airy, almost frivolous piece
with a contrasting, slightly more laidback middle section. It ended with a
plucked note from the violins together
with a staccato from the piano, getting
a laugh from the audience.
For a complete mood change,
the following piece was an Elegy. The
violins together mourned a loss as the
piano again provided a sense of constancy in the background. For a brief
moment, the violins took on the flut-

Billy Greene

self.

vulnerable and powerful pieces of
music I have ever heard. If you take
away one song from this review, it’s
this cover of “Weird Fishes.” Please —
give it (and this entire album, if you
feel so inclined) a listen!
The rest of the record introduces some additional elements in
the mix that carry listeners to the finishing line just as beautifully as Side
A. “Please Don’t Make Me Cry” features a standout vocal performance
and a sequenced hip-hop drum machine. “Seven Times” boasts a Bossa
Nova inspired chord progression and
groove; the flute solo on the back end
of the track is another moment I cannot get enough of.
Next, on “Courage,” chirping guitar effects contrast nicely
against the dry lead guitar and vocal
melodies. All the tracks on Side B are
peppered with lovesick lyrics, notably
here: “Maybe I’ll never learn / Maybe
it’s not my turn / Could it be that I am
only dreaming?”
“Lianne La Havas” closes
with another especially powerful cut,
but this time, it’s in a 10/8 time signature. “Sour Flower” — the longest
track on the album, clocking in at
almost seven minutes — highlights
everything that makes La Havas an
incredible artist. The lyrics on the
chorus are among my favorite on the
record: “When I’m high, when I’m
blue / I’m not crying over you.” The
chords are uplifting but melancholic,
almost “Bittersweet” in nature (get
it?). Most of all, La Havas and her
band indulge in an extended, jamsession style outro.
The percussion, keys, bass
and guitar putter away for almost half
the length of the track, trading off
licks, weaving in and out of the mix.
I especially am a sucker for the rimshots that keep the constant uneven
groove tied together.
At the final moments of the
song, La Havas laughs, matching her
smile on the cover. She’s free from
the pop perfection of “Blood,” free
from the love she once had, free from
perfection. As she wisely proclaims:
“When I cry / It’s ‘cus I’m free.”
In my eyes, that’s what
makes this album perfect: its freedom
from perfection. I implore you to give
it a spin.

Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

________________________

"Lianne La Havas": the freedom
in (im)perfection

Columnist

________________________

5/5
“Lianne La Havas,” released on July 17, 2020, is the selftitled third album by British singersongwriter and guitarist Lianne La
Havas.
The idea of perfection pervades practically everything we do as
Lawrence students. We know it better
as the “Lawrence Busy.” We ask ourselves: What clubs, jobs and activities
would help boost my resume? How
many can I take on? What should I
drop? How close to the deadline can I
push this essay and lab report? Should
I miss dinner tonight to study? Do I
really have to sleep? Et cetera, et cetera.
At some point, you have to
let this idea of perfection go, or else it
will literally kill you (I know from experience). La Havas let this perfection
go on this album.
After the critical acclaim of
her wonderful, folky debut “Is Your
Love Big Enough?”, La Havas’s record label pushed her in a poppier
direction for her sophomore album,
“Blood.” It succeeds in that aspect,
and combined with a tour opening for
Coldplay and praise from the likes of
Prince, La Havas’s career was reaching new heights.
However, “Blood,” despite
its glistening synths and divine pop
appeal, lacks the mordant soul La
Havas showcases live. Sure, on the record, the mixes of the songs are lovely
and the vocals are pristine. The guidance of mostly white, male producers
helped La Havas make a great pop
record. But much of what made her
truly an individual soul to savor is less
apparent here.
Before the release of
“Blood,” La Havas performed at
Glastonbury 2014, one of the largest
British music festivals. One song she
sung in particular — a cover of Radiohead’s “Weird Fishes / Arpeggi”
— gained virality on YouTube for how
evocative the rendition was. Audiences everywhere saw how she could
command an audience. With La Havas at the nucleus of her performance,
her art, she achieved perfection in her
freedom, not by seeking perfection it-

What guided the five-year
hiatus between “Blood” and “Lianne
La Havas” was this independence. In
that time, she fell in and out of love,
she learned how to produce and record live instrumentalists, and most
importantly, she matured. These are
the forces that guided “Lianne La Havas” — an imperfectly perfect album.
Her sound comes back
with a vibrancy in the simplicity.
Most tracks consist of only a few elements: vocals, guitar, keys, bass and
drums. Take the opener “Bittersweet”
for example: stellar performances all
around, an anthemic and hypnotizing chorus, and beckoning backing
vocals. It has it all. It’s a lovely slap
in the face to lull you into the record:
“Bittersweet summer rain, / I’m born
again.”
“Read My Mind,” the next
track, plays like the score to a chick
flick’s trademark girls' night out scene
in the best way possible. Its infatuation is contagious. The subtle percussion and angular chord progression
beg you to get up and move. If “Read
My Mind” jives, “Green Papaya” meditates. The poetry on this track shows
La Havas is equally capable as both
a singer and songwriter: “My face
turns to gold / Hoping to find my way
home.” She wants to turn this infatuation into something more grounded.
The warmth of the first half
of the record continues onto the summery “Can’t Fight,” but things take a
turn on “Paper Thin.” In place of the
atmospheric sonics that characterized
the first four tracks, the band now becomes cold, hollow and quiet. La Havas’s love has become bargaining not
only with her lover, but with herself:
“Your heart’s wide open / Just give
me the other key.”
Following an a cappella
interlude, the centerpiece of the record — a studio-recorded version of
Glastonbury’s “Weird Fishes” — alchemizes these feelings of euphoria,
escapism and rage into a transcendental cocktail. La Havas truly owns
this song front-to-back. She changes
the drum groove and drops the entire
instrumental during the bridge, considerably different than Radiohead’s
version. It captures not only her personal and creative independence but
her parting with perfection.
Frankly, it’s one of the most

tery character of a butterfly, but they
soon returned to their previous grief.
The fourth piece in this set was a
Waltz, in which the classic down-upup rhythm of the piano gave momentum to the music, keeping the carefree
melodies of the violins aloft.
The final piece of this set was a
brisk and spirited Polka. The music
slowed as if moving into a more solemn section as it neared the end, but
it finished by promptly regaining its
liveliness.
To conclude the program, Gu,
Kautsky and Lee performed Suite for
Two Violins and Piano in G minor,
op. 71 by Moszkowski. The first movement, allegro energico, began with
and continuously returned to a stormy
and emphatic character. Amidst this
storm came the calm, including a
touching solo section played by Gu.
The second movement, allegro

moderato, was warm and heartfelt.
Some sections were conversational in
nature, with the piano and each violin
passing around different iterations
of the same theme, expressing both
unity and individuality in their voices.
The third movement, lento assai,
was nostalgic, meditative and a tinge
bittersweet, like someone reflecting
on fond memories, while the final
movement, molto vivace, had some
heartiness and spunk to it. After
a serene middle section, the piece
ended in a torrent of focused speed.
Overall, this guest-faculty recital
featured compositions from a range
of time periods, countries and styles,
performed by different combinations of instruments, and it made
an impressive display of emotional
variety, making it possible for each of
us in the audience to feel a connection
with the performance.

Guest performer Gregory Lee (right) performed with
Professors Gu (left) and Kautsky (middle).
Photo by Kai Frueh.

“Coraline”: a very creepy
children’s film
Ellie Fiorini
Columnist

________________________

4/5
“Coraline,” 2009, directed
by Henry Selick and adapted from
the Neil Gaiman novella of the same
name is a stop-motion animated film.
It is the first film made by the stopmotion animation company Laika.
The story is about an 11-year-old girl
named Coraline who has recently
moved with her family to a new home.
There she discovers a tiny door that
leads her to a magical Other World
that is an inverse of the boring and
gray Normal World. There she meets
her Other Mother, or the Beldam, and
her Other Father, who have buttons
for eyes. Though the Other World is
brighter and more colorful than the
world she came from, Coraline slowly
realizes that there are much darker
things happening beneath the surface.
The film had a budget of
$60 million and it received $124.6
million in the box office, making it the
third-highest grossing stop-motion
film. The production team created 150
sets and the characters could display
over 200,000 facial expressions. 450
people worked on the film including between 30 to 35 animators and
250 technicians and designers. The
dedication the animators put into the
film is astounding. Each week it took
almost 30 animators to shoot 90-100
seconds of the film. The hard work
paid off since the stop-motion animation is so fluid that there were times I
forgot that the characters and settings
were puppets that were painstakingly
moved frame by frame.
The small details in the film
are also incredible. From the moment
Coraline enters the house, there are
small details that foreshadow the rest
of the film. For example, the element

of insects. In the Real World, there
are the stained-glass windows with
insect like imagery and Coraline finds
insects in the shower. In the Other
World, the furniture, the machine the
Other Father rides on and the candy
the Beldam eats are all designed to
resemble insects. This foreshadows
the final form of the Beldam which is
a spider-like creature. Also, the cocoa
beetles are the only things that we
see the Beldam eat in the film - other
than the lives of the other children
she imprisoned in her web - since
spiders eat insects. The use of dolls
in the film is also especially interesting. The Beldam uses a doll with the
likeness of her victims to spy on them
and figure out what is wrong with
their lives. The doll has button eyes,
not unlike the eyes she sews into her
victims to eat their lives and souls.
The fact that the film was animated
using figurines is an eerie connection
considering the Beldam treats her
victims like puppets.
Despite “Coraline” being an
animated film intended for children,
it is still very much a horror film. The
creepy atmosphere and undertones
make this film incredibly spooky. Not
to mention the tropes of a haunted
doll, an evil house and a child-eating
monster. I am convinced that this film
would not have been a children's film
if it was not animated. I am glad that
it is a children's film, however. There
are not nearly enough films targeted
towards children that have the same
creepy and dark aesthetic as “Coraline.”
Overall, “Coraline” is
so well-made and so much fun to
watch. The visuals are impressive
and at times beautiful. The art style
is incredibly unique and iconic to the
film. There’s a delightful balance of
fun and creepiness to keep you both
amused and frightened.
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There's no such thing as too much brass
Alex Alden
Staff Writer

________________________

Lawrence University has
a long tradition of inviting guest
ensembles from around the country
to perform in Memorial Chapel. This
past Wednesday, Sept 28 we were
offered something rarer when the
visiting Wisconsin Brass Quintet was
joined by the Lawrence Brass faculty
for a combined program. The first
half featured ever-popular film music,
while the second half included Cuban
dances, a tune by Björk, French
Romanticism and Russian modernism.
The Wisconsin Brass
Quintet began first, consisting of
trumpeters John Aley and Oliver
Smith, horn player Daniel Grabois,
trombonist Mark Hetzler, tubist Tom
Curry and drummer Matthew Endres.
They opened with Justin Hurwitz’s
“Another Day of Sun” from the 2016
hit musical-film “La La Land”. As the
film’s opening song, the choice was
particularly fitting, while the group’s
energetic performance properly
matched its demeanor.
Two excerpts from scores
by Leonard Bernstein followed,
“Presto Barbaro” from “On the
Waterfront” and three numbers from
“West Side Story.” The first of these
began with a terrific drum solo from
Endres, which was no surprise to his

colleagues, each of whom stepped
to the side beforehand. Drum solos
have a bad reputation—they are often
accused of randomness or brashness
and are difficult to pull off otherwise.
Endres’ solo did not fit such stereotypes, being a firm product of both
virtuosity and artistry.
The “West Side Story” medley was equally engaging, particularly
the start of “Something's Coming”
where ensemble-wide blending created an effectively mysterious atmosphere. A lyrical rendition of “Maria”
was next, and afterwards “America,”
which featured a trombone solo of
incredibly distinct character and
expression. The trumpet duets of the
latter song, however, were a faithful
execution, but offered little interpretative attempt.
The
Wisconsin
Brass
Quintet continued with an excerpt
from “Cinema Paradiso” by both
Ennio Morricone and his son Andrea
Morricone. A substantial contrast to
the preceding song, the work demonstrated the often-overlooked expressive potential of the brass family. The
trumpet solos from Aley were particularly striking and matched in quality
by Hetzler’s imposing trombone solos,
sometimes in the instrument’s highest
register. The following performance of
Michael Giacchino's theme from “The
Incredibles” bursted full of excitement, though the lackluster build up
at the end did not seem to do the work

justice.

At this point, the Lawrence
Brass faculty took the stage, including both John Daniel and Jessica
Jensen (who was subbing for Jeffrey
Stannard) on the trumpet, Ann
Ellsworth on the horn, Tim Albright
on the trombone and Marty Erickson
on the tuba. The group presented a set
entitled simply “Four Pieces” by the
Cuban composer Paquito D'Rivera.
The first two movements—
“Wapango” and “Danzón” (“Dance”)—
were played in a laid-back manner,
though it was difficult to tell if this
was intentional, or simply lacking in
energy. The third, “El Cura” (“The
Priest”) offered more excitement,
though there was some irony in it
appearing more dance-like than the
previous movement, “Dance.” The
final “Sofia” movement was a masterclass in control and priciness, with
its intricate lines played excellently
throughout.
Both ensembles combined
for the next three works, which began
with “Overture" by Bjork. With the
combined forces of four trumpets, two
horns, two trombones, two tubas and
timpani, the group’s sound morphed
into a brass chorale of high-quality.
There was something remarkable
about the larger ensemble’s sound;
the musicians seemed to be both more
individually comfortable and more
cohesive as a whole group.
The
choice
of
“La

Delaissado” (“The abandoned girl”)
by Joseph Canteloube was a rewarding decision. It is arranged from
Canteloube’s art song, where a young
girl is heartbroken by unrequited love.
The group, who was joined by David
Pickar on the glockenspiel, further
affirmed the enormous emotive ability of brass instruments, evoking a
vast soundscape of sentiment.
For their final work, the
combined ensemble performed Dmitri
Shostakovich’s “Concertino,” op. 94.
In typical Shostakovichian fashion,
the composition presented considerable ambiguity as to its general char-

The Wisconsin Brass Quintet peformed in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Kai Frueh.

Fika Tea Bar: came for the boba, stayed for the
statement
Blair Vandehey
Staff Writer

________________________

The name of the little tea bar right
off of Houdini Plaza does not have
an exact translation from its Swedish
origin, so ‘fika’ can be hard to define in
words. In each passing minute I spent
at the store, however, the more and
more I understood exactly what the
word meant to me.
I had the opportunity to talk
with both Julie Martin, manager of the
shop, and Emily Traurig, the assistant
manager on Thursday last week to
learn a little more about what ‘fika’
means to employees and customers
alike.
The Fika (pronounced feekah) Tea Bar was founded in 2019 by
a pair of women on a mission; to bring
a larger variety of tea-based drinks to
the Avenue in a safe, community-oriented space. The two friends knew of
many shops that specialized in coffee,
but they wanted to expand their area’s
options when it came to tea and boba.
Hence, the birth of the shop.
The name ‘Fika Tea Bar’
was chosen because it highlighted
what the founders were hoping to accomplish; establishing a tea-focused
space where one could “slow down
and appreciate the good things in life,”
as ‘fika’ roughly translates to. It has
been their mission statement since
opening, the quote even painted in big
white letters on the wall near the entrance, followed by the warm request
to “Have a cup of tea with friends.”
Regarding wall décor and
paint, those who visit Fika are further
encouraged by the calming physical
atmosphere of the store, not just the
emotional one. The wall on the side of
the entrance is painted with a beautiful mural depicting ferns and other
flora in soft greens, auburns, blacks
and whites. The black wall parallel to
the entrance is decorated with handpainted canvases in the same relaxing
color scheme. The artist behind the
masterpiece? The old assistant manager!
Aside from the wall art, the
seating area promotes comfort for
both body and mind with couches in
earthy tones, plants everywhere you
look, and tables with aesthetic blackand-white photo books for the pleasure of the visitor.
Hung up on the window
looking out over the Avenue is a pride
flag and a Black Lives Matter poster.

When I asked what kind of environment they hope to create, Traurig let
me know that the heavy emphasis on
inclusivity that Fika promotes is the
reason she chose to work there. She
told me that the importance of the
shop’s mission is to create a welcoming atmosphere for people of all kinds
to feel like they can be themselves
from the second they enter the door,
especially those who identify with
marginalized groups.
Commitment to the environment is just as important as commitment to diversity at the tea bar.
The employees do a lot of recycling,
especially by using reusable glass and
plastic containers for their syrups.
The team is always looking to increase
sustainability. Traurig mentioned her
hopes to move towards compostable
straws in the future.
Shifting to the ever-growing menu, Fika sports a large variety
of hot and iced teas, first and foremost. Fan favorites include the housemade chai, which Traurig recalled was
so popular she has even been asked
for the recipe, raspberry mango boba,
blue velvet boba, and her personal
favorite, the Thai tea. Do not let the
name ‘Tea Bar’ fool you; the shop
also offers many diverse kinds of coffee. Their London Fog happens to be
a bestseller, highly recommended by
the staff.
The tea bar provides drinks
suitable for different dietary needs
with a large number of alternative
milk choices. One of the things that
sets Fika apart from other places is
rice milk, a lactose-free substitute with
a texture similar to skim milk. Traurig
noted that the alternative is not com-

monly seen in coffee shops around the
area; it is something unique to them.
Their vast selection of popping boba,
too, sets them apart from your average
teahouse.
The staff crafting the drinks
does not use the term ‘family’ lightly,
but Traurig stated fondly that that is
exactly what being a member of the
crew feels like. There is a close bond
within the Fika employee base at every level, she continued, adding with
complete sincerity that it is the one
workplace in all her years of experience that she feels connected to every
single coworker she has.
External connection to the
community, too, is a value important
to Fika. The shop takes care to participate in as many College Avenue community-building activities as possible.
A good example would be the Culture
Cuisine Walk a few weeks ago, where
the shop served samples of their
Thai tea to more than three hundred
guests.
What is the College Avenue
community without Lawrence University? Fika Tea Bar offers a ten percent
discount with presentation of a valid
Lawrence ID, a special perk created
for our school alone.
The Fika Tea Bar will have a
table set up at the wellness fair on October 12 (a day to engage with on and
off campus resources for wellbeing,
open to staff and students), so do not
be afraid to stop by and get to know a
little more about Appleton’s tea masters.
To use the discount, and to
find out what ‘fika’ means to you, stop
by Fika Tea Bar, and redefine the word
for yourself.

Inside Fika Tea Bar.
Photo by Blair Vendehey.

acter. Elements of dances, marches
and chorales were present, though
none seemed all-encompassing. The
ensemble matched this stylistic diversity with its own willingness to rapidly
alternate timbres and affects.
With an unorthodox combination of guest artists and Lawrence
professors, the performance included a remarkable synergy and cohesion throughout. Future couplings
between guest ensembles and faculty
seem to be a most welcome prospect.

Book Club: vampire
novels to read for a
bloody good time
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

________________________

Now that it’s October,
arguably the best month of the year,
the “Book Club” is going to take a
darker turn and focus more on titles
that are within the horror genre. This
may vary from ghost stories, new horrific releases, cult classics, creature
features or novels by Stephen King,
aka the King of Horror. To celebrate
the release of the new show “Interview with the Vampire,” I want to use
this first October edition to focus on
novels featuring one of pop culture’s
favorite supernatural creatures: the
vampire.
The vampire has been a
common trope to have in literature
for ages, a prime example being Bram
Stoker’s ever popular “Dracula.”
However, this concept was used long
before Stoker got his hands on it. One
of the most popular vampire novels
predating the release of “Dracula” is
Sheridan Le Fanu’s “Carmilla.” The
story follows Laura, a rather solitary
woman, as she meets and develops an
intense friendship with the enchanting Carmilla. However, over time,
Carmilla’s behavior becomes increasingly erratic and strange as Laura
becomes plagued by nightmares and
starts to fall ill. The novel is rather
short with a seemingly predictable
plot and is described as an intense
gothic romance seeped in sexual tension. Though the book is still sitting
patiently on my bedstand waiting to
be picked up, I’m rather excited to
read this seemingly sapphic vampire
romance that inspired Stoker so long
ago.
Though Stoker and Le Fanu
may have written some of the original
classic vampire novels, Stephen King
and Ann Rice are known for having
written some of the most popular
modern vampire stories so far –
sorry Stephanie Meyer. In Stephen
King’s “Salem’s Lot,” which has been
adapted to fit the television screen a
few times, we watch a small town in
Maine slowly succumb to the charms
of the town’s new arrival as a group
attempts to destroy the evil lurking
beneath the surface of this alluring

stranger – all in all, a classic “Stokeresque” vampire hunt. On the other
hand, Rice’s “Interview with the Vampire,” which has just been re-adapted
for AMC, focuses on Louis and his life
both before and after he gets turned
into a vampire. Rice bends the genre
a little bit by allowing readers to get
the perspective of this supposed monster and allowing him to be, for the
lack of a better term, “humanized.”
While these novels are all
classics of the genre, many authors
are still bending the vampire trope to
this day, allowing new perspectives
and concepts to still be applied to the
overall idea of the vampire. For example, there is Alexis Henderson’s new
novel “House of Hunger,” which came
out earlier this month. The story centers around the idea of bloodmaids,
which are servants designed for
nobles to drink from. Marion is a new
bloodmaid in the notorious House of
Hunger, desperate to please her new
mistress with her services. However,
tensions rise as the other bloodmaids
start disappearing, causing her to
wonder what is truly going on within
the house. I’m rather excited for this
one as it obviously has the same sapphic vampire concept “Carmilla” had,
though I’m also curious to see how
Henderson will further add her own
voice to the genre.
Similarly, another new
vampiric release on my radar is S.T.
Gibson’s “A Dowry of Blood,” which
also came out this month. The novel
nods its head to Stoker’s “Dracula”
and focuses on his first wife, Constanta, as she comes to terms with
who, or what, she has truly married.
While she loves him and owes her
life to him, she knows that Dracula
is capable of terrible things and has
more than one skeleton in his closet
– probably literally if you look hard
enough. While Dracula and his brides
aren’t new characters, I think it’s
interesting to see where Gibson is going with this new perspective, and I’m
excited to pick it up soon.
Whether you want a classic
Dracula-style tale, a modern take or
a gothic romance, the vampire genre
ultimately has a wide array of novels
for you to sink your teeth into this
month.
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Despite mainstream media lies, progressives gained ground in primaries
Nathan Wall

News Editor
_________________________
The primary elections have officially concluded, and the general election is one month away. Progressive
candidates of all stripes have once
again tried to gain ground by challenging incumbents and running in
open seats. If you listen to the mainstream media, it’d be easy to believe
that progressives were crushed during
the primary season, but a closer look
at the primaries paints a more complicated picture.
At the federal level, it
was a rough season for progressives. Jessica Cisneros, who challenged Representative Henry Cuellar
(D-TX), one of the most conservative
Democrats in Congress, once again
fell short (though it is worth noting
that she lost by ~2,000 votes in 2020
and less than 300 votes in 2022).
Other progressive challengers Nina
Turner, Kina Collins, Vincent Fort and
Amane Badhasso also failed to unseat
centrist Democratic Representatives
Shontel Brown (D-OH), Danny Davis
(D-IL), David Scott (D-GA) and Betty
McCollum (D-MN), respectively. In
open seats, progressive Nida Allam
lost to Valerie Foushee in North
Carolina, conservative Democrat
Dan Goldman won a seat in New
York City with 26% against a split
field of progressives, and Glenn
Ivey defeated former Representative
Donna Edwards (D-MD) after running against her from the right.
Additionally, Representatives Marie
Newman (D-IL) and Andy Levin
(D-MI) also lost their primaries in
redistricting matchups against more
conservative incumbents.
Despite this, many progressive candidates scored real victories.
In a Texas district stretching from
Austin to San Antonio, former city
council member Gregorio Casar captured the Democratic nomination,
and in Chicago, on the same night
Newman lost, State Representative
Delia Ramirez (D-IL), supported by
the Working Families Party, won
her primary. In Pittsburgh, State
Representative Summer Lee (D-PA),
initially aligned with the Pittsburgh
DSA until the chapter collapsed, narrowly defeated a corporate candidate
in May. On the same night that Lee
won her primary, Jamie McLeodSkinner defeated conservative,

obstructionist Representative Kurt
Schrader (D-OR), who was endorsed
by President Joe Biden despite standing in the way of his agenda, by a comfortable margin. Later in the primary
season, State Senator Becca Balint
(D-VT) won the Democratic primary to succeed Representative Peter
Welch (D-VT), defeating the moderate
Lieutenant Governor.
In addition to this, the progressive “Squad”, made up of
Representatives Alexandria OcasioCortez (D-NY), Jamaal Bowman
(D-NY), Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), Ilhan
Omar (D-MN), Cori Bush (D-MO)
and Ayanna Pressley (D-MA) all won
their primaries. With the exception
of Omar, all Squad members received
at least 60% of the vote in their races.
Despite a barrage of money from special interests including fossil fuels,
cryptocurrency, the Israel lobby and
big pharma, progressives were able to
score significant victories.
At the state level, the primaries
were even more fun for the left: except
for a few examples, including State
Representative Travaris McCurdy
(D-FL), State Representative Roger
Montoya (D-MN) and State Senator
Jeanine Calkin (D-RI), most progressive incumbents were re-elected
--- many of them up against serious
opposition from party leadership. In
State Legislatures all over the country, progressive and socialist candidates both defended their seats and
expanded their ranks. In Colorado’s
6th House District, police abolitionist Elisabeth Epps won the primary
for this overwhelmingly blue seat.
In Wisconsin, the Milwaukee DSA
(Democratic Socialists of America)
chapter elected two members, Darrin
Madison and Ryan Clancy, to the
State Assembly. Pennsylvania reelected their progressive incumbents,
State Representatives Rick Krajewski

ries, while Zaynab Mohamed won an
open seat, becoming the third DSA
member in the Senate. Former State
Representative Erin Maye Quade, a
strong progressive, will join Mohamed
and Clare Oumou Verbeten as the first
Black women in the Minnesota State
Senate. No DSA members won in the
lower house, but progressives Alicia
Kozlowski, María Isa Pérez-Hedges
and Leigh Finke will very likely serve
in the legislature next year. Kozlowski
is Ojibwe and two-spirit and Finke is
transgender, making them the only
genderqueer members of the State
House. Montana will also likely have
its first trans state legislator in Zooey
Zephyr.
In Rhode Island, the majority of progressive incumbents held
onto their seats, and while seats
were flipped in the Senate from progressive-to-conservative and from
conservative-to-progressive, the end
results did not fundamentally alter
the makeup of the body, which was
already markedly altered following
the 2018 and 2020 election cycles.
Senators Sam Bell (D-RI) and Tiara
Mack (D-RI), prominent progressives
in the body, beat back well-funded
primary challengers. Notably, progressive Jen Rourke won the primary
for the Senate Majority Leader’s seat,
even though the state party supported
her conservative opponent. The State
House results were even better for
the left: all progressive incumbents
who ran for re-election held on, and
Enrique Sanchez, Brandon Voas and
Jennifer Stewart defeated powerful
incumbents, shifting the lower house
to the left. DSA chapters in New York
re-elected their entire slate from
2018 and 2020 and elected Kristen
Gonzalez and Sarahana Shrestha to
the Senate and Assembly, respectively. Progressive-but-not-socialist State
Senators Gustavo Rivera (D-NY) and

Harris won landslide elections in open
blue seats, and DeShanna Neal narrowly defeated the House Majority
Whip in their primary. Harris and
Neal are both Black and queer: Harris
is a lesbian woman and Neal uses
she/they pronouns and has a transgender child. Additionally, State
Representative Madinah WilsonAnton (D-DE), a progressive, Black,
Muslim woman aligned with the
DSA who defeated a powerful incumbent by 43 votes in 2020, and State
Representative Eric Morrison (D-DE),
a gay man aligned with the DSA who
resoundingly defeated a homophobic
incumbent in 2020, were both reelected in landslides, despite opposition from State Party leadership, who
supported their primary opponents.
Although these were the most
prominent
examples,
progressives also won seats in other State
Legislatures, such as Illinois, Hawaii
and Vermont. Nor does this take into
account all of the state-level challengers that came extremely close to
defeating incumbents and severely
underfunded challengers that held
incumbents to under 65% of the vote.
These progressives have built a foundation and can go on to win future
elections.
Although federal and state-level
races are important, volunteers and
activists can make the biggest difference in municipal races. Progressives
won seats in many big cities across
the country, including Los Angeles;
Chicago; Providence, R.I.; Austin,
Tex. and Washington, D.C.
On June 7, Los Angeles held
local elections. The Los Angeles chapter of the DSA endorsed Eunisses
Hernandez and Hugo Soto-Martínez,
who challenged council members Gil
Cedillo and Mitch O’Farrell, respectively. Hernandez resoundingly
defeated Cedillo, who was elected as a

ist and former Green Party candidate
Kenneth Mejia placed ahead of establishment Councilmember Paul Koretz
in the race for City Controller, reform
candidate Faisal Gill placed first in
the primary for City Attorney and progressive West Hollywood city council member Lindsey Horvath nearly
tied conservative State Senator Bob
Hertzberg (D-CA) in her race for Los
Angeles County Board of Supervisors.
Bass, Mejia, Gill and Horvath will be
on the ballot in November.
Providence was another successful political experiment. Progressive
and/or socialist candidates Susan
Anderbois, Justin Roias and Miguel
Sanchez all won their primaries for
the City Council. Another progressive
candidate for City Council lost by less
than 100 votes, and Council President
Jo-Ann Ryan, who challenged Senator
Bell from the right in 2018, defeated
her progressive opponent only by
less than 10 points. Because of these
results, progressive-aligned city council member Rachel Miller is likely to
become the next council president.
In Washington, D.C., progressive city
council member Brianne Nadeau was
able to beat back a challenge from
the right, and DSA member Zachary
Parker is set to join Janeese Lewis
George as the second DSA member
on the city council. And in Austin,
Texas, Casar’s handpicked successor,
activist Chito Vela, held his seat on
the city council. In Cook County, Ill.,
Anthony Joel Quezada captured a seat
on the County Commission for the
DSA, defeating an incumbent and a
former incumbent.
Keep in mind that this is far
from an exhaustive list. Progressives
and socialists occupy hundreds of
council seats in urban, rural and suburban municipalities across the country, including Appleton.
Even when progressive can-

(D-PA), Sara Innamorato (D-PA),
Elizabeth Fiedler (D-PA) and Lee,
who was allowed to run for Congress
and her State House seat at the same
time (for the record, I don’t think
Lee should have been able to do this)
while progressive candidates Tarik
Khan, Carol Kazeem, Latasha Mayes
and Ismail Smith-Wade-El won their
primaries and expanded the progressive ranks.
In Minnesota, State Senators
Omar Fateh (D-MN) and Jen McEwen
(D-MN) advanced from their prima-

Robert Jackson (D-NY) were also able
to defeat challengers backed by the
party machine and New York City
Mayor Eric Adams.
The best results for the left,
however, came from Delaware. In the
State Senate, DSA member Senator
Marie Pinkney (D-DE), who defeated
an incumbent in 2020, and DSA member Kyra Hoffner, who challenged an
incumbent in 2020, both won their
elections in blue seats. In the State
House, progressives Cyndie Romer,
Sophie Phillips and Kerri Evelyn

progressive and had the endorsement
of Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) even
after he became a machine politician.
Hernandez captured 54% of the vote,
avoiding the November runoff. SotoMartínez came first in his primary,
forcing O’Farrell, another machine
politician hostile to the homeless and
tenants and particularly disliked by the
Los Angeles left, into the November
election. Additionally, progressive-ish
Representative Karen Bass (D-CA)
placed first in the mayoral primary
against billionaire Rick Caruso, social-

didates lose, the challenge in itself
is a victory. Among congressional
Democrats who were challenged
from the left and won their primaries,
co-sponsorship of legislation introduced by the progressive Democrats
increased by almost 60%. It’s important to not let elections go uncontested, because primaries scare bad politicians, including other incumbents,
into doing the right thing.

We need to talk about Slavic representation in media
Isabel Dorn

Staff Writer
_________________________
As a Russian Studies major, I
geek out over any media that incorporates Slavic history and culture.
However, Russian and Eastern
European representation in Western
media often reduces Slavic people
to caricatures or subjects them to
violence, perpetuating harmful stereotypes about Russian and Eastern
European people in real life.
Most Eastern European men are
portrayed as violent villains. In seasons 3 and 4 of Netflix’s hit sci-fi
drama “Stranger Things,” the villains
are Soviet scientists who commit heinous acts of violence, perpetuating
the idea that all Slavic people are
inherently evil and brutish. The only

“good” Russian character only earns
his redemption arc by renouncing his

are evil not because they crave power,
but simply because they are Russian.

humiliating stereotypes. They’re the
eccentric sidekicks who chug vodka

beside strong Western men.
Russian and Eastern European

Russian identity and defecting to the
United States, and he gets murdered
moments later by a fellow Russian.
Russia has undeniably been both a
perpetrator and a victim of violence
throughout its long political history,
and in light of Russia’s current occupation of Ukraine, I want to establish
that this op-ed is not meant to dismiss any atrocities that Russian leaders have committed, whether past or
present. However, “Stranger Things”
attributes this level of violence to
nearly every Soviet character when
in reality, many Russian citizens have
been opposing their government’s violent policies for decades. The lack of
positive representation in “Stranger
Things” suggests that these scientists

I hesitate to throw around the
term “Russophobia” because Vladimir
Putin and his supporters frequently
use it to avoid taking responsibility for
their abuses of power. Furthermore,
white Slavs are less likely to face
systemic oppression and violence
in the U.S. compared to people of
color. However, xenophobia towards
Russians and Eastern Europeans still
exists, and it’s unsettling to see mainstream shows casually endorsing violence against a group of foreigners.
Unfortunately, “Stranger Things” is
merely building on a long history of
Western shows that feature Slavs as
criminals, mobsters or spies.
The few Slavic men who don’t get
cast as villains are usually based on

with every meal, play the accordion
and keep bears as pets. The unhinged
drunk cosmonaut Andropov from
“Armageddon” embodies this trope
perfectly while wearing a fur ushanka.
Although the cheerful, clever Pavel
Chekov from the “Star Trek” franchise was one of the most sympathetic Western portrayals of a Soviet
man during the Cold War, his thick
accent is exaggerated for comic relief.
These characters serve as comical
companions to the Western heroes,
like Bruce Willis’s Harry Stamper in
“Armageddon” and William Shatner’s
Captain Kirk in “Star Trek.” In the
film industry, Russian and Eastern
European men can only escape villainy when they appear ridiculous

women, in contrast, are often cast
as femme fatales who seduce the
Western male protagonist with their
“exotic” beauty. From “Black Widow”
to “Red Sparrow,” the entertainment
industry’s obsession with deadly
Slavic women reflects a Cold War-era
fantasy of Western conquest. Most of
these female characters either submit
to the dashing Western hero or die as
villains, as epitomized by the James
Bond franchise. Tatiana Romanova in
“From Russia with Love” and Xenia
Onatopp in “GoldenEye” are both
Soviet agents who seduce Bond for
ulterior motives.
However, Romanova soon falls
under his spell, abandons the Soviets,
See page 11
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I want a groundhog in my house - here's why you should too
Evan Ney

Opinions and Editorials Editor
_________________________
For me, and I imagine for most
of you reading as well, this has been
a characteristically busy term at
Lawrence. Unlike in the summer, I
rarely have enough free time to relax
by watching movies or TV when I need
to turn my brain off for a little while,
so it’s just easier for me to see what’s
going on with Instagram, or TikTok,
or whatever the kids are using these
days. And their algorithms have me
pinned down to a T; I don’t want to
see beautiful photos of mountains or
outer space, I don’t want to learn
about politics from a platform owned
by Mark Zuckerberg, and I don’t want
to hear about the Kardashians at all
if I can help it. I want to see endless
pictures and videos of cute animals,
and I find myself especially drawn to
the ones that aren’t traditional pets
but have made friends with people
anyway.
I find it in some way like watching the Olympics as a complete layman. Most of the sports, like swimming, high jump or triathlon, I see
and recognize that I could never compete at even an average level without
years of training starting as a child.
But ping pong or archery? Surely I

could do that. In moments of completely unbridled hubris, even something as outlandish as ski jumping
seems attainable --- the mountain
seems to be doing most of the work
anyway, you just need to land without
breaking your legs.
In the same way, when I see videos of people playing with tigers and
brown bears, I’m able to recognize
that I could not do that. But the same
way I convince myself that I could
master curling if I really set my mind
to it, videos online have me thinking
a capybara seems like it might eat
melon out of my hand. Maybe a pangolin would enjoy sitting in my lap by
the fire while I read a book.
It has me thinking about pets in
general, how we picked which animals
to domesticate, and whether there’s
any rhyme or reason to those choices.
The most popular pets (at least in the
USA), like cats and dogs, seem to have
some obvious utility on farms and
in houses, but after that it definitely
trails off --- there’s no way rabbits or
ferrets have ever been useful to anyone. The criteria seems so vague! For
the most part, “pet” animals live in the
wild nearby enough that they’re accessible close to home, or at least they
did at one point; they also aren’t good
livestock for one reason or another.

Squirrels are common on the Lawrence campus, but are a less obvious fit for domestication
Photo by Yujie Shao

We need to talk about...
continued from page 10

and becomes Bond’s love interest. Onatopp, on
the other hand, is portrayed as a sadist and dies
gruesomely because she never gives up trying
to kill Bond.
This contrast demonstrates how Russian
women in film are only considered worthy and
redeemable when they submit to Western men.
Furthermore, the domination and destruction
of Soviet women’s bodies serves as a standin for the American domination and destruction of the Soviet Union itself. Although the
Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, the fetishization of Slavic women – particularly Russians
and Ukrainians – grew even more prevalent
in the post-Soviet era, when economic instability caused many young women to seek foreign husbands or join the sex work industry.
However, Western media discards the socioeconomic explanations and portrays most Slavic
women as promiscuous gold-diggers, like Irina

Still, these reasons don’t seem to narrow the options down to just our
most common pets either. There are
undoubtedly some notable outliers
who warrant a second look at domestication, and in this writer’s opinion,
the two jostling for top position are
raccoons and groundhogs.
The reason to have raccoons as
pets seems obvious, at least to me.
They fit a growing niche as the perfect combination between cats and
dogs, particularly as smaller dogs
are becoming increasingly popular.
They’re small enough to pick up and
be lap pets but large enough to not be
a purse animal, and apparently they’re
quite affectionate when they grow up
around people, living up to twenty
years in captivity. The Internet says
they have very particular nutritional
needs, but I’ve seen enough raccoons
in my life to know that owning a raccoon could be a great way to kill two
birds with one stone. Raccoons could
provide American families across the
country with both a wonderful companion and a way to mitigate the
waste crisis by feeding it the same diet
it gets in the wild: trash. Are they high
maintenance? Yes they are, but that’s
not as much of a problem as people
seem to make it out to be. They’re
intelligent and need space to roam,
as well as lots of enrichment with
toys; they’re temperamental and will
destroy things and bite if they don’t
get their way; they don’t sleep through
the night and often incur high medical
costs from a variety of potential health
issues and specialized care. Sound like
something else people have in their
homes? Oh right, kids! Except people
will have like five of those without
batting an eye, and raccoons don’t
need clothes and expensive shoes that
they grow out of in two weeks, or ask
for you to send them to college for

more interesting companion than a
dog or cat, this seems like an obvious
choice. I could easily make friends
with a raccoon.
Groundhogs seem like a perfect
alternative for raccoons for people
who prefer rabbits to dogs, and every
year it’s rubbed in my face that I can’t
have one. The Internet, once again,
claims they aren’t good pets, but if
some random guy in Pennsylvania can
manhandle Punxsutawney Phil every
year in search of a novelty weather
forecast, surely I can have one in
my house to pet and feed carrots to.
It seems groundhogs have warranted
more consideration than raccoons as
pets, as evidenced by this hilarious
1883 report by the New Hampshire
Legislative Woodchuck Committee:
“The woodchuck, despite its deformities both of mind and body, possesses some of the amenities of a
higher civilization. It cleans its face
after the manner of the squirrels, and
licks its fur after the manner of a cat.
Your committee is too wise, however,
to be deceived by this purely superficial observation of better habits.
Contemporaneous with the ark, the
woodchuck has not made any material progress in social science, and it
is now too late to reform the wayward
sinner. The average age of the woodchuck is too long...” Deformities of
mind and body? Wayward sinner?
They’re cute, and they can’t be that
bad! Surely they’re not so horrible
that the three years they live on average is too much to bear. They seem
to me to be pretty much the same as
raccoons in terms of appeal and care
requirements, with the notable exception of their teeth and propensity to
dig.
The digging, truthfully, I don’t
have a great solution for. But all things
considered, dogs dig too, and as long

and the land, so for all of the damage
“Caddyshack” has done to their reputation as crop killers and landscape
destroyers, they may be more useful
than it seems. Their teeth, which grow
a sixteenth of an inch each week, do
pose somewhat of an issue, but as long
as they have something to chew, again
like dogs and babies, they should be
totally fine.
So why aren’t these animals
domesticated like dogs and cats? My
guess is that it’s complicated, but has
a lot to do with two things. The first
is that unlike cats and dogs, raccoons
and groundhogs provide no obvious
utility to farmers or anyone else, and
in fact they are pests and varmints
who cause trouble and destroy crops;
the second is that they were, for a long
time, more valuable for their skins
and pelts than as companions for people without extra food to feed them,
energy to train them and patience for
the damage they can cause.
And thus, the fun collapses.
When I watch the Olympics, I know
deep down that I cannot, in fact, play
any of the sports in it particularly well,
and in truth, the point of this article is
not to say they should be pets; in fact,
I think there’s probably an argument
to be made that the domestication of
any animal is sort of predatory and
exploitative, and not a practice we
should be expanding. But still, why
did people choose rabbits instead of
groundhogs? Surely there’s an alternate universe where they went the
other route, and left rabbits as an
obscure novelty while inviting raccoons into their homes. Either way,
I think it’s worth questioning why we
surround ourselves with the companions we do, and I know that when I
see fuzzy little guys on my way to class
I’ll keep daydreaming about snatching
‘em up and bringing them home. One

200,000 dollars, or smoke weed in
your house when they come home
from that college. With an increasing
number of young people choosing not
to have kids, but wanting a funnier,

as you keep the little guys in the house
most of the time, they should be fine.
In fact, groundhogs’ digging can aerate the soil in a way that actually
benefits the overall health of plants

of these days I’ll do it, just you wait.
I bet the squirrels around here could
teach me a thing or two about pole
vaulting too --- how’s that for a use?

Korsakov from “Desperate Housewives” or
Svetlana Yevgenivna from “Shameless.” If you
Google “Ukrainian women,” the top search
results are websites for mail-order brides and
articles instructing Western men on how to
find Ukrainian wives. The hypersexualization
of Slavic women in the film industry reinforces
these stereotypes and objectifies women.
Most Russian characters in the media are
played by white actors. Of course, the lack
of diverse representation in the film industry
is a broader systemic problem, but it’s particularly egregious amongst Russian characters.
Although Russia is still a predominantly white
country, it’s home to 193 recognized ethnic
groups, and many of these people are not white
presenting.
Western films also tend to misinterpret or exaggerate aspects of Russian or Eastern
European life. For example, many Russians do
not smile at strangers because they consider it
ingenuine to smile unless you are truly happy.
However, US films often use this cultural difference to imply that Russians are cross, rude,

and unfeeling. Likewise, films often use Russia’s
cold winter climate to portray Russia as a shockingly brutal place, whereas films set in equally
frigid destinations like Canada or Scandinavia
rarely treat bitter temperatures as a reflection
on the country’s character.
Most so-called Russian and Eastern
European representation is culturally inaccurate because many filmmakers treat Slavic culture as merely an aesthetic. Netflix’s “Shadow
and Bone” is set in a fantasy version of Imperial
Russia where soldiers wear fur hats and call
their leader Tsar, but female characters have
Russian names that are typically given to men
and the Cyrillic posters are just a jumble of
random letters. I do appreciate that “Shadow
and Bone” avoids many of the stereotypes I
mentioned earlier and features several Russiancoded characters of color; however, the fact
that no one bothered to fact-check these blatant
cultural inaccuracies reflects that the entertainment industry really doesn’t care about respectful representation.
These inaccurate representations col-

lectively reinforce harmful stereotypes about
Russian and Eastern European people at a
time when anti-Slavic sentiment is dangerously
high. Following the Russian military’s invasion of Ukraine, Germany’s Federal Criminal
Police Office reported over 1,700 cases of
xenophobic threats, insults and vandalism
against Slavic people living in Germany, and
Russian Americans have shared similar stories
of harassment in the workplace. I don’t have
Russian or Eastern European heritage, but as
an Asian woman living through the COVID-19
pandemic, I’ve experienced firsthand how fearmongering and generalizations can incite vivitrol and violence towards innocent people. The
entertainment industry has the power to shape
our perceptions of society. When we reduce
people to caricatures, we allow ourselves to see
them as subhuman, and we begin believing that
their suffering matters less than ours. But when
we represent them as complex people, we see
their humanity and find mutual compassion.
And this world needs compassion more than
anything.
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he does.
Where I have an issue with this
placing is that it re-enforces a trend
that I find worrying, in which judges
are consistently favoring structure
over conditioning. It means that guys
like Hollingshead, who was more
heavily muscled and better conditioned, was beaten out by someone
with worse conditioning and less size,
all because his genetic base was more
favorable. I take issue with favoring
natural talent of that sort over hard
work. That is no knock on Johnson
either; his physique is top class. But
he was clearly more washed out on
the day, and smaller than Hollingshead. I think Johnson was definitely
a top-three guy on the day, but that
placing perhaps should have been
third, not second.
Andrew Jacked followed up
his impressive debut win in Texas
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with another victory in the UK, and
I must say I think it was deserved.
The craziest part was that my opinion remains steady despite the fact
he came in noticeably off-and admitted to it too. Jacked just has such an
amazing structure with such round
muscle bellies that even at 75%, he
still walks all over most competitors
he faces. He has the craziest V-taper
in the game right now, paired with
deeply separated abs, boulder shoulders and legs big enough to match.
The latter portion of that statement
is the craziest, considering he is also
one of the tallest pros at the top of the
circuit right now at 6’2”, and growing
big legs is increasingly difficult with
increasing height.
His conditioning may not have
been up to scratch, but this win was
still deserved. I just hope Jacked
comes in peeled at the Olympia. If he
does, we could see a new champion
come December.

